Welcome to Wide Area Workflow e-Business Suite.
This demonstration contains audio narrative. Please adjust your volume accordingly.

Step 1

CDR / CCO was removed from the Application dropdown and replaced with CDR and CLOSEOUT.
**Step 2**

Organization Emails for CDR will be displayed separately.

**Step 3**

Organization Emails for CLOSEOUT will be displayed separately.
Step 4

The PIEE Admin, PIEE Super Admin, and PFL GAM may manage the org. emails and ‘KS Release Flag’ for the Contract Closeout application.

The PFL GAM will be restricted to location codes within their span of control. Email Settings may only be updated by a PFL GAM.

Step 5

Security and PFL GAMs at Level 2 have a new menu option - Subject Matter Expert (SME) Management to manage SMEs for their service / agency.

The PIEE Super Admin and PIEE Admin will be permitted to manage SMEs for all Services / Agencies.
Step 6

The Service/Agency dropdown will contain each Service/Agency the GAM is active for at Level 2. Each time the dropdown is changed, the Visibility setting and SME table information will be loaded for that Service / Agency.

The GAM may add a new SME, edit contact information / application / location code for an existing SME, or delete the SME. Location Code is the only optional field on add.

Step 7

Users may lookup an SME via the Help Menu after logging in.
Application and Location Code are mandatory when looking up an SME.

If an SME is not found for the exact Location Code entered, another search will be performed to find an SME within the group path of the Location Code.

SMEs entered without a Location Code are automatically associated with their Level 2 Service/Agency group.

The application selected will determine which Group Structure - PFL or Security - to search when an exact match is not found. Note: If a Service/Agency has marked their SME list as private, results will only be returned if the user performing the search is active for a location code within that Service / Agency.

In order to conform to the PIEE standards, the Group View All roles are now hierarchy specific instead of application specific.

The PIEE Group View All role will be used for applications under the PFL Structure - such as IRAPT and GFP. The PIEE Security Group View All role will be used for NCCS.
Step 10

Each Level 2 Service / Agency contains an ARCHIVE subgroup. This group is like any group in the structure and can be renamed, moved, or deleted by an administrator depending on their permissions. Moving a Location Code to an ARCHIVE group has no impact on user registration.

End

This concludes our demonstration.